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Motivation 

 Faster & easier gripper design,  
 Make robotic solutions easier to implement for smaller 

enterprises, 
 More optimal gripper designs, faster cycle times, more 

economical production, ... 
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Presentation Notes
The background for looking into automated evalution of grippers are to arrive at an automated way to do good gripper designs in the context of industrial roboticsA popular way of thinking to bypass gripper designs have been to use dexterous grippers, with advanced grasp planning softwareHowever, there is a lack for cheap dexterous grippers that are easy to use by non-experts, and that are robust for industrial use.Hence, simple, cheap and proven off-the-shelf grippers are used in combination with a costumization of the gripper fingers geometry.Designing a gripper includeSelecting actuation method, parameters such as size, weight, stroke, speedForming the geometry of the fingers such that they firmly grasp the object or objects.Gripper designs are currently done manually by expert users. (For simple problems the finger design can be done by some end-users)Design estimates for more complex problems may take as much as up to 3 man months.



The big picture 
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Presentation Notes
This is a concept sketch of how the gripper design optimization or gripper design generation may work in the EU project ACATFocus in this work is on the gripper evaluation where a dynamic grasp simulator is used to almost do blackbox performance testing of gripper designHence, decoupling performance evaluation from gripper specific parmeters (at least to some degree, within limitations of simulator)
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Method 
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Presentation Notes
A: Input: Object model geometry and dynamics (friction, inertia, )Gripper to evaluate, joint kinematics, geometry, dynamics (force of motor, friction)Task specification is the context, gravity, are the objects stabled, on a belt, in a fixture….B: Sampling: Grasp targets on the object are generated using fast heuristics and collision detection.…..



Task context 

 Design is embedded in task 
 Task context parameters: 
 Approach direction space box in 6D 
 Static environment 
 Dynamic environment 
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Presentation Notes
Because design of gripper should be embedded in the task, then we must include task context Consider a gripper designed for a cup, how would the gripper look like if it should either grasp from the top or the side (NOT BOTH)? The approach direction space is essentially 3 dimensional box determining the positions that are allowed and a 3D box determining the x-y-z fixed angle variations allowed around some norminal approach target.Static environment: the table geometry and other statically fixed geometric obstaclesDynamic environment: (not to be misunderstood with dynamics in mechanics such as friction, force and so on). The dynamic environment are other objects that may be standing structured or unstructured in the scene. A related dynamic parameter is if dynamic obstacles are allowed to be moved and how much before a grasping action is considered as an error. Another parameter is the variation on how far the objects are spaced.



Gripper Quality Metrics 

 Success ratio is the most intuitive metric. it's defined as a 
ratio of successful grasps to the total number of grasps 
representing the possible ideal grasp task space: 
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Gripper Quality Metrics 

 Coverage is a measure of how well the success space covers 
all the possible approaches to object. It is calculated as: 
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Gripper Quality Metrics 

 Wrench metric describes how firm the grasps are on 
average, i.e. how high a force (or torque) has to be applied to 
dislodge object from gripper. Two values are calculated: 
 Average wrench: average wrench from all of the succesful 

grasps 
 Top wrench: average wrench of the top 20% grasps 

(wrench-wise) 
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Gripper parameterization 
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Presentation Notes
We choose a fairly simple gripper parameterizaiton. However, the only thing in the evaluation that depends on the gripper type is the ideal target sampling strategyHence, method should be applicable when providing those two components new parameterization and target sampling 



Grasp: good, bad and ugly 

 Possible grasp outcomes 
 Success 
 Miss 
 Collision 
 Interference 
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Results 

 Experimental setup 
 8 different grippers 
 Three different objects and task contexts 
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Results 
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Presentation Notes
Coverage is essentially the same.  Because:Task context allows for all grippers to easilly grasp from side.Wrench quality: much higher for grippers with cutout (as expected)The fat gripper has zero success due to interference (eg. it hits the other objects during approach)



Results 
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Presentation Notes
Results for the dolt object. 



Results 

 On repeatability 
 Quality metric indices separation for Dolt scene: 
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The method used is not deterministic since random seeds are used in target sampling, the one to generate a representation of the ideal grasp spaceHence, we repeated quality computation 10 times to investigate the uncertainty of the quality computationsThere are some variation, mostly in the coverage metric. However, as can be seen the individual grippers are easily separable.Variation could be reduced on the cost of more computation time by sampling more targets to represent the ideal grasp space. Where we essentially try to represent/approximate a continous grasp space in 6D using sets of discrete targets in 6D.Which means the more samples, the better the approximation



Conclusion 

 The method to evaluate parallel jaw grippers performance in 
specific grasping scenarios was developed 

 Three gripper quality metrics are proposed 
 Experiments were performed with several hand-designed 

gripper shapes to test proposed method's performance 
 It is possible to evaluate a gripper design using simulated 

experiments 
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What's next 

 
 Integrate into optimization loop 
 Extend on task context classification 
 Investigate performance of metrics in real life 
 Extend gripper search to more generic gripper types: actuated 

and underactuated hands, more fingers, … 
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